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summary: Assumption of H98 ~ 1.1 supported by evidence from various tokamaks
indicating that FIRE’s high triangularity, modest range of n_e/n_Greenwald, and
modest density peaking can provide improved confinement. (caveat: of course
there are uncertainties in extrapolating global confinement scaling for all proposed
burning plasmas, perhaps of order +/- 25%).

Exploring corrections for shaping, n/n_Gr, & peaking
Cordey H-corrections:
EPS01 RMSE=9.5% fit to JET Type-I ELMs:
H_Cs0 = 0.71 + 0.33 delta_u – 1.58 (n/n_Gr-0.63)^2 + 0.58 (n/n_ped-1)
PPCF02 (draft) RMSE=9.6% fit to JET Type-I ELMs:
H_Cs2 = 0.46 + 1.35 ln(q95/q_cyl) – 0.17 n/n_Gr + 0.38 (n/n_ped-1)
ln(q95/q_cyl) suppresses influence of strong shaping?
Note02/06/26 RMSE=? Fit to all tokamaks:
H_Cs3 = 0.95 + 0.45 ln(q95/q_cyl) – 0.16 n/n_Gr
D3D appears not to have strong shaping dependence? Or systematic
variations in database hides shaping dependence?
H further increases by 8% for closed divertor.
(On the other hand: H should perhaps drop some for reactor Ti/Te~1,
v_rot~0, low dilution.)

Improvements in Reactor Design by Shaping & ↑ BT
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Cordey H-corrections for shaping, n/n_Greenwald, peaking:
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Comments added after presentation
The first few vugraphs are taken from various sources of JET (including Ongena’s EPS-2001 presentation) and
Asdex data, and provide strong evidence from controlled experiments that confinement improves significantly
with high triangularity and lower n/n_Greenwald, perhaps with a stronger dependence than is found by fits
from a broader database that mixes many types of shots together. Part of this may be due to systematic
variations in density peakedness, which has yet to accounted for in the fit to a multi-machine database.
It was pointed out to me that DIII-D has results with good confinement (H ~ 1) at high density (n/n_Greenwald ~
1.5) and low triangularity (delta ~ 0), as shown in Osborne’s APS 2000 presentation. But as described in
Osborne’s paper, these shots have fairly strong density peaking even without pellet injection. This is
apparently aided by operation in a low power regime where the Ware pinch is strong, which may go away at
higher auxilliary power. To fit the multi-machine database including this DIII-D data, along with the data
from other machines that show improvements in confinement at lower density and higher triangularity, will
probably require accounting for changes in the density peakedness as well.
It must always be emphasized that there are still significant uncertainties in both global and pedestal scalings, and
that a detailed estimate of the confidence interval of such projections remains to be done. Nevertheless, I
believe the data indicates that confinement can be improved at high triangularity, lower <n_e>/n_Greenwald,
and with modest density peakedness (n_pedestal/<n_e> ~ 0.7) as might be accessible in reactor scale devices
such as FIRE.

